
YuJa Verity Test Proctoring
Ensure Academic Integrity with Secure Test Proctoring



Ensure Academic Integrity in 
Remote Testing Environments
Remote proctoring offers many advantages that make it a valuable addition 

to any institution. Instructors can create proctored exams and quickly verify 

a test taker’s identity from one convenient dashboard, making it easier than 

ever to ensure academic integrity.

Securely deliver exams

Compatible with third-party learning tools

Seamlessly operates within your LMS

Quickly Verify Identity



Create, Manage, and Access

Exams from Your LMS

YuJa Verity integrates directly with an institution’s 

learning management system (LMS), making it simple 

for instructors and students to create and take exams 

from their LMS. 

 Instructors simply create a proctored exam like they 

already do within their LMS

 With access to 24/7/365 support, students then take 

the exam at any time

 As soon as tests are submitted, instructors can 

review reports and recordings from the exam 

sessions.



View Recordings and Results
Within minutes of students submitting their test, instructors 

can begin viewing results and recordings from their LMS. 

Failed Attempts5

Incomplete Attempts2

Complete Attempts3

View proctored session recordings

Quickly identify issues by severity

See overall trends or drill down into 
individual results

Quick ID Verification

Number of Attempts Made

Filter by Student, Submission

Details, or Flags

View Details for Flagged Events



Review Flagged Activity in 
the Proctor Session Player
All activity during the test session is flagged and color 

coded by level of concern. Potential issues like a 

change in monitors, opening an incognito window, 

using copy and paste commands, and more are all 

noted in the dashboard so instructors can determine 

which activity to review and simply click the timestamp 

to jump to that point in the recording.

Issue - minor

Issue - Major

Issue - Severe



YuJa powers innovative 
learning experiences for 
institutions of all sizes.
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